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We make substantive comments on the Council’s new evidence in the body of 

 

the ‘Freeks Lane’ and ‘Northern Arc’ delivery in MSDC

garding delivery of the ‘Northern Arc’

 ‘Over upply’: Accounting for the above, the Council’s ‘surplus’

– –

 

‘Northern Arc’ is also incorrect. Amending for this, the Council’s supply 

 
 statement is prepared on behalf of Whitehall Homes LLP (‘Whitehall’). 

promoting the ‘Swallows Yard’ site in Albourne (a Category 3 ‘Medium Sized 
Village’) for a sustainable development of c.38 to 45 homes. This site is not currently proposed 

s an allocation in the submitted ‘Site Allocations DPD’. Representations were previously made 

 

 
d), a new ‘Five



Statement’ (MSDC 06a) and an updated ‘Housing Land Supply Trajectory’ (

 –

 The Council’s state

 06b (in response to AP4), the Council’s new stated minimum residual 

 In our original Issue 3.1 statement we highlighted that the ‘Northern Arc’ allocation (DP9) 

appears the Council’s delivery figures in the table are incorrect, but the total is correct. 
05b is a ‘Development Phasing and Specification Plan’ (prepared by Homes 

period totals 2,314 units (including ‘Freeks Lane’). The deliv

 he Council’s updated commitment schedule
the ‘Freeks Lane’ – –
Arc site’s delivery. ‘Freeks Lane’ is expected to deliver 460 units (‘Sites under Construction’ 
category) while the Northern Arc is expected to deliver 2,310 units (‘Outline Permission’ 

Homes England ‘Development Phasing and Specification Plan’ 

Council’s commitments; increasing the residual to 

 

 

Lichfields Insight ‘Start to Finish’ 
rage site. We dispute the Council’s interpretation 

Adding on 14 additional units to the main Northern Arc’s delivery.
05b references the permission as “ ” but this is an error



Looking at Freeks Lane, ‘Start to Finish’ would suggest an average lead

year’s completions)
‘ ’

4). ‘Start to 
Finish’ suggests an average lead

does not always lead to the quicker first completions. This is shown in ‘Start to Finish’ where 

 

against known average delivery rates for a site of this size in ‘Start to Finish’ (including 
when accounting for the dual delivery of ‘Freeks Lane’ and the main ‘Northern Arc’ site). 

 

 

‘buffer’. 

‘over supply’ amount to a sufficient buffer to ensure 

 

 “be sufficiently flexible to adapt to rapid 
change”. Council’s updated over



 – – il’s 

 To make the plan effective in meeting the District’s housing needs, there must be more 
plan’s buffer and 

 

further reduction in delivery from the ‘Northern Arc’ site (as per MSDC
on the Council’s figures is now delivering c.1,200 homes fewer than it had originally estimated) 

 –

 The Council’s updated trajectory (MSDC

 

– –

 

 The Council’s 

 

06a but as per the Homes England ‘Development Phasing and Specification Plan’ 
will be completed (not including ‘Freeks Lane’)
removed reducing the Council’s surplus to 528 units
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